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Quiet Cover
with In*Step™ Locking System

Quiet Cover
with In*Step™ Locking System

Quiet Cover was designed in a large plank format
for stunning style and leading performance.
The 7" width accentuates the natural beauty of
various hardwood species and installs quickly
over large areas. Each pattern has a unique
texture including subtle wood ticking, linear pine
or undulating hand-scrape. The modern color
line ranges from natural oak, maple and cherry to
contemporary grey and cool tones. Our exclusive
ExoGuard TM finish protects against wear from
foot traffic and contains an added antimicrobial.
Simple installation, sound reduction and beautiful
designs work together, making Quiet Cover ideal
for retail store, restaurant, hospitality and multifamily housing applications.

Collection

Durable Style.
• Fast and simple glueless installation
• Tolerates up to 10 lbs CaCl and 95% RH
00200
Canadian Maple

00220
Wheat

• Can be walked on immediately after installation
• Innovative silencing layer reduces sound
transfer and eliminates the need for
underlayment
• Dimensional stability from glass filament layer
• Heavy commercial wear layer for high
traffic areas
• Beautiful wide plank wood designs with
various levels of embossed texture
• 72% recycled content

00240
Red Oak

00840
Redwood

• FloorScore® certified

Cover:
Style: Quiet Cover l 0186V
Color: Mink l 00720
Inside:
Style: Quiet Cover l 0186V
Color: Cherokee l 00700

Quiet Cover
with In*Step™ Locking System

Quiet Cover was designed in a large plank format

In*Step ™ Locking System

Construction

for stunning style and leading performance.

In*Step is Shaw Hard Surface’s revolutionary tongue and groove

Quiet Cover is a revolutionary floating luxury vinyl plank that installs quickly, reducing the

The 7" width accentuates the natural beauty of

system that locks luxury vinyl planks together without the use

time and costs associated with traditional glue down LVT. Quiet Cover is constructed with our

various hardwood species and installs quickly

of adhesive. The patented edge profile is designed into all four

patented In*Step tongue and groove system and an innovative silencing layer that reduces

over large areas. Each pattern has a unique

sides, ensuring a tight fit between joints and preventing seam

noise transfer. The wide plank format enhances each wood pattern, and unique embossing

separation from commercial traffic. Simple installation starts with

replicates the look of natural hardwood.

texture including subtle wood ticking, linear pine
or undulating hand-scrape. The modern color

the tongue side facing the wall and continues working left to

Tongue

right, simply dropping and locking the planks into the previous

line ranges from natural oak, maple and cherry to

row. In*Step is designed in large format luxury vinyl plank to

contemporary grey and cool tones. Our exclusive

allow for coverage of large areas in a short time.

Groove

1. ExoGuard™ Quartz Enhanced Urethane
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ExoGuard TM finish protects against wear from
foot traffic and contains an added antimicrobial.
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Simple installation, sound reduction and beautiful

Installation Steps

designs work together, making Quiet Cover ideal

1. Identify tongue based on image above and start with tongue side facing the wall.

for retail store, restaurant, hospitality and multi-

2. Work left to right, engaging In*Step in the end joints of the first row.

family housing applications.

3. For subsequent rows, first engage the long side seam at a slight angle, then rotate
the plank down into the locked position.
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2. Wear layer
3. Decorative design layer
4. Sound absorption sheet
5. Reinforced glass layer
6. Core board
7. Balancing back layer

4. Use a tapping block and scrap piece of flooring to tighten seams as needed.

Collection

00200
Canadian Maple

00220
Wheat

00830
Toffee

00750
Timber

00700
Cherokee

00720
Mink

00770
Reclaimed

To order samples, please call
1.800.241.2073
or visit our website at
www.shawhardsurface.com

00240
Red Oak

00840
Redwood

00760
Lodge

00820
American Cherry

00790
Black Walnut

00120
Cottonwood

00540
Urban Ash

Product Specifications
Style Name

Quiet Cover

Style Number

0186V

Construction

Luxury Vinyl Plank with In*Step™ Locking System

Class /ASTM F 1700

Class III Printed Film Vinyl Plank Type B (embossed)

Wear Layer Thickness

20 mil or 0.020" (0.5 mm)

Overall Thickness

5 mm or nominal 13/64"

Nominal Dimensions

7" wide, 48" long

Actual Size
Width:

7.28" or 185 mm

Length:

47.10" or 1196 mm

Backing Class

Commercial Grade

Finish

ExoGuard™

Edge Profile

Micro Bevel

Added Antimicrobial

Yes, FlorSept

Installation

Floating

Recommended Adhesive

*None required, not recommended

Packaging
Square Feet per Carton

19.27 sf

Pieces per Carton

8 pcs

Weight per Carton

33.70 lbs

Cartons per Pallet

55 cartons

Pallets per Truckload

20 pallets or 1100 cartons

Testing
Sound Rating / ASTM E 492

IIC 56 when tested over 6" concrete
with ceiling plenum

Slip Resistance / ASTM D 2047

ADA compliant

Residual Indentation / (modified) ASTM F 970

1000 psi

Flexibility / ASTM F 137

Passes

Resistance to Heat / ASTM F 1514

Passes

Resistance to Light / ASTM F 1515

Passes

Resistance to Chemicals / ASTM F 925

Passes

Radiant Flux / ASTM 648

> 0.45 watts/cm 2, NFPA Class I

Smoke Density / ASTM E 662

Passes, < 450

Warranty

10 year limited commercial wear warranty

Environmental
Recycled Content
Post-consumer
Pre-consumer

39%
33%

Indoor Air Quality

FloorScore® certified

LEED Scoreboard

MR4, IEQ4.3
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